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Within all of us we have an internal voice; this voice talks to us and when things are going well and 

we do not feel stress or pressure from our work, life or people around us, then this voice tends to 

talk to us in a very reassuring manner. 

 It tends to remind you about things that have went well in the past which gives us confidence in the 

present and reassurance for the future. This leaves us feeling reassured, confident, content, even 

excited.  

However when life around us gets busier and we start to feel pressure and stress, our internal voice 

can change and our mind becomes full of thoughts and gets very busy and cluttered. When these 

thoughts become negative and unhelpful they tend to focus on things that have happened in the 

past; usually times when things haven’t went so well for us, and also make us think about the future 

based on these past events. 

So now I may be telling myself that because something went wrong in the past then it is bound to 

happen again, so I am both beating myself up about the past and trying to predict the future. 

Inevitably then I cannot focus on what is happening right in front of me, I don’t notice the good 

things that are happening or recognise my successes because I have tunnel vision and I am only 

looking out for the things I do wrong. This therefore leads us to feel a lack of confidence, upset, 

stressed, frustrated, guilty and questioning your ability and whether or not you are good enough.  

However not all of our thoughts are based on facts! ‘The earth is flat…..’ need I say more?! Yet we 

sometimes indulge these unhelpful thoughts because we think they keep us safe from 

disappointment. For example if I am going for a job interview and I keep telling myself that I won’t 

get the job, so that I won’t be disappointed at the outcome if it doesn’t go my way, but really I still 

hope that I will be successful.  

However when I start to think I’m not good enough and I won’t get the job, then when I go to my 

interview I will feel a lack of confidence and self-conscious, which will inevitable make me behave in 

a way that shows me to lack confidence, like not making eye contact and stumbling over my words 

(because there are so many thoughts in my head competing for attention and trying to get out). 

Therefore in the end, that one thought that said I was not good enough that I thought was keeping 

me safe from disappointment, let me to feel and behave like someone who wasn’t good enough and 

may in the end lead to me not getting the job.  

The first step in breaking this cycle is acknowledging that this thought is a liar, it is wrong and it is not 

protecting you from disappointment, it is leading you straight down the path to disappointment. So 

prove it wrong! Do this by starting a list. Call the list your ‘OK List’, or ‘I can do this List’, anything 

really that proves to you that you will be ok in this situation and the reasons why. On this list write a 

minimum of 10 things about yourself that you like, you think you do well or you are talented and 

skilled at. As soon as one of these bad thoughts starts to raise its voice in your head, then repeat 

that list over and over again and remind yourself why that thought is wrong and a liar! Gradually 

these thoughts will become the ones that start to shout in your head in these situations that would 

have caused you stress or worry in the past and they help you to think, feel and behave like 

somebody who is good enough and feels confident, strong, capable and powerful!  

 

 


